Virtualization of logic, routing, and communication resources in recent FPGA devices can provide a dramatic improvement in cost-efficiency for reconfigurable computing systems (RCSs). The presented work is "proof-of-concept" research for the virtualization of the above resources in partially reconfigurable FPGA devices with a tile-based architecture. The following aspects have been investigated, prototyped, tested, and analyzed: (i) platform architecture for hardware support of the dynamic allocation of Application Specific Virtual Processors (ASVPs), (ii) mechanisms for run-time on-chip ASVP assembling using virtual hardware Components (VHCs) as building blocks, and (iii) mechanisms for dynamic on-chip relocation of VHCs to predetermined slots in the target FPGA. All the above mechanisms and procedures have been implemented and tested on a prototype platform-MARS (multitask adaptive reconfigurable system) using a Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA. The on-chip communication infrastructure has been developed and investigated in detail, and its timing and hardware overhead were analyzed. It was determined that component relocation can be done without affecting the ASVP pipeline cycle time and throughput. The hardware overhead was estimated as relatively small compared to the gain of other performance parameters. Finally, industrial applications associated with next generation space-borne platforms are discussed, where the proposed approach can be beneficial.
Introduction and Related Works
During the last decade progress in CMOS technology has allowed an increase in the amount of FPGA resources by almost an order of magnitude. This technological progress has made possible the implementation of relatively complex systems-on-chip (SoC) in a single FPGA but on the other hand, caused several drawbacks. Firstly, increased complexity of the SoCs overcomplicates the routing structure in the FPGA. This, in turn, reduces system performance and dramatically increases design compilation time which often requires many hours or even days. From the application point of view, the increased amount of resources allows effective utilization of FPGA devices for parallel execution of different tasks associated with multimodal and multitask algorithms and streamed data. However, from the reliability point of view, reduction of CMOS gate dimensions increases the probability of hardware faults. These faults can be caused by radiation, hidden manufacturing defects, and many other factors.
The problems above are not new in the field, and one possible approach to solving some of them can be the virtualization of homogenous FPGA resources. First, the computing model which allowed virtualization of resources in a single FPGA has been proposed by Caspi et al. in [1] and is called SCORE. This model assumed segmentation of computation process into fixed-size "pages" and time-multiplexing the virtual pages on available physical hardware. The model, however, did not consider multimodal workloads and was not actually implemented in an FPGA platform. Instead, the hypothetical single-chip SCORE organization was proposed with associated hardware requirements. In [2] Wallner has proposed the model for multithread computation by virtualization of resources. There are also several works reporting 2 International Journal of Reconfigurable Computing implementation of the concept of resource virtualization in RCS (e.g., [3, 4] ). Most of the above implementations are oriented towards coarse-grained or hybrid RCS architectures. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the above models provides aggregative solution for all the above problems. In contrast with the above, our approach of virtualization of computing resources is oriented towards fine-grained homogenous RCS architectures and multitask, multimodal workloads. There are several advantages which an architecture based on fine-grain homogenous resources could provide. First, it allows rapid and precise run time adaptation for workload variations. At the same time, finegrain RCS architectures makes possible the restoration of onchip computing circuits from almost all possible hardware faults. To make use of these advantages two concepts have been proposed. The first is the concept of application specific virtual processor (ASVP). An ASVP is a data stream processing pipelined data-path optimized for a certain algorithm (task segment) and predetermined data-stream structure [5] . Virtualization of resources in ASVP assumes that it can be on-chip (in the FPGA) assembled from virtual hardware components (VHCs). The VHC is the second concept proposed for effective utilization of homogenous logic and routing resources in FPGA-based RCS. VHCs in our consideration are macro-function specific modules [5] represented (and stored) in the form of a configuration bit streams. A VHC consists of two parts: (i) a functional part (similar to an IP-core) which performs function-specific data processing and (ii) an interface part which provides uniform input/output ports as well as synchronization circuits. The uniform interface allows plug-and-play allocation of the VHC in addressed slots of a partially reconfigurable FPGA. This approach makes possible run time on-chip ASVP assembling according to current task and task mode. ASVP assembling, therefore, requires an application-specific static infrastructure to be loaded into the FPGA at start-up time. This static part incorporates the set of slots-and-sockets for VHCs and associated communication routing for all modes of the task. Then, a set of VHCs can be loaded into predetermined slots and combined to create a specific ASVP. Each variant of the ASVP is associated with one of multiple modes of task operation. When the mode of operation is completed or interrupted, the associated ASVP should be modified in run time by replacing one or more VHCs in its architecture. This kind of ASVP reconfiguration dictates the necessity of run time component relocation in the target FPGA. In other words, it may be unknown which slot-and-socket will be available in the ASVP. Thus, the uniform VHC interface should allow allocation and then relocation of the virtual component to an available slot. In recent years a number of research efforts have been directed towards the problem of component relocation in dynamically reconfigurable embedded systems. A number of bit-stream manipulation methods have been proposed [6] [7] [8] which alter the bit-stream structure as it is downloaded to the FPGA. However, these works concentrate solely on the bitstream manipulation process, avoiding consideration of all steps of the real-time relocation process. Becker et al. provide a method for relocation between portions of a device which are not identical in terms of resources [9] . Here, the authors present both the bit-stream manipulation method as well as some of the requirements which must be met for this method to work. However, the system infrastructure requirements are not discussed.
Hübner et al. propose a complete framework for virtual components and component relocation based on the Xilinx Virtex-II family of columnar devices [10] . The authors make use of the network-on-chip interconnect concept to accommodate communication between components. As well, the JBits software package is used to relocate components between slots. Finally, Bobda et al. present the Erlangen Slot Machine (ESM), a reconfigurable computing system based on the Virtex-II family of columnar devices [11] . The authors describe the architecture of the complete platform, including the interconnect infrastructure provided for module communication. Because of the columnar organization of the FPGA device used, the communication infrastructure is either incorporated inside the architecture of each virtual component, or deployed externally, inside a secondary infrastructure FPGA. This, in turn, reduces the effectiveness of the approach compared with a complete onchip solution because of complicated system infrastructure (e.g., motherboard plus several baby boards, etc.).
In contrast with the above approaches, the component relocation process presented in this paper targets tilebased FPGA devices (i.e., the Xilinx Virtex-4 or Virtex-5 families of FPGA devices), which offer more flexibility in the implementation of ASVPs. For example, the communication infrastructure can now be separate from the components themselves. Thus, the research addresses the architectural requirements needed for various levels of component virtualization, including on-chip assembling and relocation of components. In the case of relocation, the proposed framework provides an example of how complete streaming systems can be constructed using component relocation. This includes both the on-chip infrastructure as well as the behavior of components themselves.
The above mechanism of dynamic VHC relocation allows the implementation of concepts of spatial and temporal locality similar to virtual memory organization in advanced sequential processor architectures. In other words, the sooner a VHC may be requested for operation, the closer to the configuration memory of the target FPGA it should be located. Thus, at the system level of architecture a memory hierarchy for configuration bit streams should be organized. This memory hierarchy needs to contain a cache for VHCs as well as Main Storage for VHC bit streams for all tasks and their modes of operation. This organization of the memory hierarchy allows one to take advantage of the following facts: (i) only one of the modes of each task is active at a time, (ii) only a few of all tasks are active at a time and (iii) the same VHCs can be used for different tasks in different FPGA slots.
Therefore, the proposed approach allows a dramatic increase in cost-effectiveness of RCS through the reduction of computation resources, because nonactive data-processing circuits are stored in the form of configuration bit streams but not in the form of actual circuits in the FPGA.
Furthermore, power consumption in this case will also be reduced accordingly. At the same time, restoration of transient hardware faults can be done much faster because scrubbing procedures should be applied only to the slot affected by single-event-upsets (SEUs) but not the entire FPGA. Permanent hardware faults, on the other hand, can be mitigated by rapid VHC relocation to anther available slot(s) [12] . Thus, virtualization of computing resources based on run time on-chip assembling of ASVP and VHC dynamic relocation may become a promising solution for all problems listed in the beginning of this section. However, there are several issues and uncertainties regarding the implementation of the above ideas and concepts in real RCS. Therefore, the focus of this research was on the following aspects: (i) the development of an RCS architecture with a memory hierarchy for virtual components which will be able to support dynamic allocation and on-chip assembly of application specific virtual processors (ASVP), (ii) investigation of the mechanisms for run time onchip assembly of ASVP from virtual hardware components (VHCs) and (iii) mechanisms for run time VHC relocation in predetermined regions of the FPGA device and automated reassembly of the associated ASVP in run time.
All the above aspects of the research presented here have been targeted specifically towards streaming applications with high data-rate requirements. The proposed framework at the system level and on-chip was developed with autonomous mobile applications in mind, where minimization of power consumption and high reliability are the major concerns. It was clear that all components of the above framework should be prototyped and tested on hardware platform(s). Therefore, a prototype platform, the multitask adaptive reconfigurable system (MARS) was designed, manufactured and tested. In addition, high-frame rate (up to 200 fps) stereo vision sensors have been developed and incorporated with reconfigurable platforms as well as VHCs for 3D multistream video processing.
The rest of the paper presents the results of the above investigation and implementation. Section 2 provides a specification of multitask and multimode workloads, as well as the system architecture of the multitask adaptive reconfigurable system (MARS) platform. Section 3 presents the on-chip architecture organization and analyzes the effectiveness of this approach. Section 4 presents the mechanism of component relocation. In Section 5, a description of the industrial applications of the proposed mechanism is given. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
RCS Architecture and Workload
The architecture of an RSC which is able to support virtualization of on-chip computing resources consists of two parts: (i) system level architecture and (ii) on-chip architecture. Both parts directly depend on the workload specification. Thus, a workload specification is discussed first.
A Multitask and Multimode
Workload. For the purposes of this discussion it was assumed that every application is fundamentally comprised of operations that are arithmetic or logic. Associated operations are grouped together to create a task (Ts). Each task is considered an independent information object in regard to any data or control dependences with other tasks. Nevertheless, tasks may be linked by input data-streams or share the same resources for the output data. Once all interactions and communication between tasks are arranged, higher levels of computation (i.e., application −AP) can be formed. In other words, the application can be considered as a set of tasks that are connected (or disjointed) for the system at times. The connected set of tasks by output(s) of the system is referred to as a thread (Th). Different functionalities of a task are referred to as modes of the task (Md). This means that the task algorithm and/or data structure may have some variations. Each variant of the algorithm and/or data structure can be considered as a mode of the task.
The set of applications over the life time of the system is called the workload (W). As per definition made above, any change of the mode Mdj of a task Tsi means that the set of VHCs-{VHCij } has to be replaced by a new set{VHCik} associated with mode Mdk of the same Tsi. In most real cases not all VHCs involved in a mode Mdj of a task Tsi should be replaced when the mode changes to Mdk. Usually, there are very few new VHCs which have to replace existing VHCs. This is true because in most real cases there is quite a limited difference in functionality between different modes of operation in a task. Furthermore, the request for mode switching is usually associated with a certain response time for switching to mode Mdk-TSW(ik). Therefore, reconfiguration of a number of VHC slots-Nij associated with the new mode Mdk of a task Tsi should be done within this period of time. Thus, the granularity of VHC slots directly depends on mode switching time, number and size of VHCs to be replaced and the bandwidth of the FPGA configuration port-BWconf.
In this case VHC slot size in a certain FPGA can be estimated by the size (volume) of the configuration bitstream required for a slot-BSslot-and equal to
For example, if the mode switching time is 1ms and the bandwidth of the configuration port is 800 Mb/s (e.g., for SelectMap-8 configuration port in Xilinx Virtex FPGA), the size of the VHC's configuration bit-stream will be equal to 780 Kbit for the VHC slot if only one VHC has to be replaced. It is possible to calculate the number of logic slices available for the VHC slot. In the case of the smallest Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA (XC4VLX15), the slot size will contain 1030 slices and 6 VHC slots will be available in this FPGA. In contrast to this, the largest FPGA in the Xilinx Virtex-4 family may contain 64-VHC slots.
Keeping in mind the size of the configuration bit-stream for the VHC slot, volumes of VHC cache and main VHC memory can be estimated. In all cases the number of different VHCs to be stored in the Main VHC memory and VHC cache is expected to be quite large. Based on the above example, it is possible to estimate the number of VHCs to be stored in relatively cheap Flash memory. For example a 10 GB Flash memory module can store up to 107,546 VHCs.
It is necessary to mention that this amount of VHCs is associated only with the current application. The bit streams associated with all other applications of the workload-W can be stored in remote locations (e.g., host PC). Therefore, the configuration memory hierarchy should consist of the following levels: 
System Level Architecture of RCS.
According to the above memory hierarchy for VHCs, the general architecture of an RCS able to support virtualization of FPGA resources is shown in Figure 1 . The major elements of this architecture are the following. resources has been implemented in the form of a custom prototype board, the multitask adaptive reconfigurable system (MARS). This RCS has been designed around a Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA device (XC4VLX160) with tile-based architecture. The platform and layout of major elements of the above architecture is shown in Figure 2 . The MARS platform was designed for multistream high data rate videoprocessing applications. In the current configuration, MARS provides a wide variety of interfaces to video-sources and video-displays. It contains 4 SVGA output ports, one LVDS input port with bandwidth up to 2.128 Gb/s (16 bit × 133 MHz) and a universal VME-bus interface. The Main VHC memory was built on 4 NOR-Flash memory modules. The parallel read of 4 × 16 bit data words from these modules allows the controller-loader to provide the required timing for (a) accelerated parallel load of configuration bit streams for the entire FPGA configuration via SelectMap32 (3.2 Gb/s) and (b) parallel load of VHC bit streams for partial reconfiguration of selected FPGA slots via SelectMap-8 (800 Mb/s). The VHC-cache circuitry was not utilized at this stage of experiments.
On-Chip Architecture Organization
The All modes and resource utilization for the associated VHCs for this example are listed in Table 1 . In this case, each mode was associated with a certain VHC (functionspecific video-processing circuits) to be configured in one of the above VHC slots (from Slot 0 to Slot 3) .
To analyze the resource utilization, a comparison was made with a fixed (nonrecon19.9figurable) design. The fixed design reflected the traditional approach for static FPGA system-on-chip development. This design incorporates all video processors accommodating all modes of operation in one application-specific circuit. The on-chip layout of the fixed design is shown in Figure 3(b) . In the presented example the ASVP based approach never exceeded 27% of the area utilized by a fixed design with the same function- alities. An increase in cost-effectiveness is gained because of virtualization of actual processing circuits. In other words, instead of keeping all processing circuits in real hardware (as for the fixed design approach) they can be stored in the form of configuration bit streams in Main VHC memory. The same is true for power consumption minimization. A 29.8% reduction in power consumption was measured for the ASVP-based design (1.563 W) compared to the fixed system (e.g. 2.03 W). This reduction can also be attributed to lower resource utilization in the temporal domain. The power consumption was measured directly from the power supply (before the on-board DC-DC converters and power regulators). Initially power was measured with an "empty" system before configuration of the design. Then, power consumption was measured on the system with loaded fixed system design and consequently for each mode of the ASVP based design. The difference of power consumption between the "loaded" system and "empty" system was considered as the power consumption overhead associated with the loaded design Obviously, the effectiveness of the proposed approach directly depends on workload specifics. However, it is necessary to mention that the effectiveness of the resource utilization increases proportionally to the number of modes in the task as well as the number of independent tasks running in parallel and using the same VHCs.
On the other hand, the cost-efficiency of the proposed approach directly depends on the cost of the hardware overhead. The additional cost of the memory hierarchy and associated controllers (Figure 1 ) increases the cost of the platform. However, the minimization of resource utilization by using the ASVP approach allows processing of the same workload on a smaller FPGA device. This, in turn, can bring a dramatic reduction of system cost. For example, the Xilinx XC4VLX160 (∼16 M system gates) unit cost is around $5,600 USD (depending on number of I/O, package type, etc.) while a device from the same family which is four times smaller, the XC4VLX40, costs around $800 USD (http://avnetexpress.avnet.com/-list prices as of March 8th 2010). Comparing with the above cost reduction the hardware overhead cost required for configuration memory hierarchy can be considered as negligible. In our case, the hardware overhead cost did not exceed $200 USD including: 1GB Flash-based Main VHC memory, 4 MB SRAM-based VHC Cache, Xilinx XC95288 CPLD-based Controller-Loader and PIC/USB interface to host computer. This is about 4.2% of the FPGA cost reduction considering Xilinx Virtex-4 or Virtex-5 FPGA families.
In addition to the cost of the hardware overhead in the system-level architecture, the effective implementation of the above concept of virtualization of FPGA resources directly depends on the mechanism for run time on-chip ASVP assembling. The foundation of this mechanism is a communication infrastructure which allows the allocation of VHCs to any VHC slots and further run time relocation of VHCs to new locations. This aspect of resource virtualization is discussed in the next section.
ASVP On-Chip Assembling and VHC Relocation Mechanisms
The major part of the research into the virtualization of hardware resources deals with the topic of run time on-chip ASVP assembly. This process is based on run time allocation and further relocation of VHCs. This research is important in its own right, as it increases the flexibility of a system, and adds additional fault-tolerance capabilities. However, some of the subjects encountered when implementing relocationenabled systems are applicable to VHC-based systems in general. The remainder of this section will present a series of relocation experiments aimed at tile-based FPGA systems.
In particular, the Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA family is used in the experiments properly. This section will describe the experimental system used for the experiments, and will describe the obtained results. In addition, an on-chip support infrastructure which allows component relocation is introduced and described; as well, some design guidelines are discussed regarding the implementation of the VHCs themselves.
To perform relocation experiments, a dedicated system was designed and constructed from the ground up. The system incorporates many design decisions which were dictated by the requirement for relocation and dynamic partial reconfiguration, as dictated by the xilinx partial reconfiguration flow [13] . The system performs video processing operations on an acquired video stream and displays the results using a VGA interface. The video stream has a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels and a frame rate from 30 fps up to 200 fps. The stream can be displayed as it is, or a number of spatial color masks can be applied to it prior to display. The number and type of masks are variable, and the mask modules themselves are implemented as Virtual Hardware Components. For the first round of experiments, two types of mask VHCs were implemented: a smoothing mask and a y-dimensional Sobel filter.
Experimental
System-on-Chip Architecture. As mentioned above, the implemented video processing system can display an unaltered VGA video stream, or it can apply two types of spatial masks to the stream, in various configurations. The experimental setup consists of a camera board, the MARS platform and a host computer. A blockdiagram of the microarchitecture of a system with 4-VHC slots is shown in Figure 5 .
The acquisition and display units are static components of the system, as well as the communication infrastructure. Together, the acquisition and display units act as the interface between the camera board, a VGA capable screen and the video processing components. All I/O signals (with the exception of reset and clock signals) are connected to these two units. The VHC slots in the system can accommodate one dynamic component each, and provide the actual video processing capabilities of the system. Finally, the communication infrastructure routes data between the various components in the system. All the above static elements are incorporated into the initial static architecture of the ASVP and are loaded into the target FPGA at start-up time. The host computer performs two tasks: configuration and control. At this stage of the experiments the FPGA JTAG configuration interface was used to perform all configuration activities, either full or partial. To control the communication interconnect, the host computer makes use of a serial interface and the microcontroller present on the MARS platform.
The complete system is conceived to operate as a deep data-processing pipeline. As virtual components are added or removed from the system, the depth of this pipeline varies. The components themselves are pipelined in nature, and the same basic interface is shared by all components in the system. This ensures that each component can be placed at any location in the system, and the pipeline structure will not change. By adopting this approach, the 30-framesper-second frame rate of the acquired video is maintained regardless of the number of masks being applied. A deeper pipeline will lead to an increase in initial latency, but the data throughput will remain unaltered. Two variations of the described system were implemented for experimentation. Both system types are identical in nature, with the only difference being the number of VHC slots present and the structure of the communication infrastructure. The first implemented system contains only four VHC slots; a second version of the system contains eight VHC slots. Two versions of the communication infrastructure were implemented, one for each system, and each will be described in detail in the following section. The post-place-and-route diagram of the four-slot system is shown in Figure 9 , while that of the eight-slot system is shown in Figure 13. 
Communication Infrastructure.
The communication infrastructure plays a vital role in the operation of the complete system. Most obviously, it provides programmable communication paths between components. There are multiple methods available for providing communication paths between multiple on-chip components. These include the shared bus, the fully and partially connected crossbar, as well as various hybrid architectures.
For the proposed video system a fully connected crossbar was used. This architecture was selected as it provides complete connectivity inside the system, and minimizes latency due to resource sharing. The basic architecture of the cross bar is shown in Figure 6 .
The core of the system is composed of a collection of multiplexers, each of which can route any cross bar input to any output. As with many other communication protocols, separate ports are used for input and output. The cross bar is controlled by setting the multiplexer control signals to the appropriate value. The problem of communication delay variation is unique in on-chip systems; in a traditional design, the circuit remains static once implemented, and there can be no delay variation. However, in partially reconfigurable systems using VHCs, such delay variations can occur, when a component is relocated. The concept is illustrated in Figure 7 , which shows the variation in delay between different slot positions; if a component is relocated from Slot 0 to Slot 3, the communication delay between it and the static part of the system will change. To address this issue, the concept of Latency Insensitive Design [14] has been applied to the architecture of the communication infrastructure. Essentially, the infrastructure is transformed into a pipeline; registers are added at the inputs and outputs of all combinational circuits (the multiplexers in this case), and all nets are segmented into smaller sections, connected to each other using registers. When a component is relocated, the result is that the number of registers (pipeline stages) between it and the rest of the system changes, as illustrated in Figure 8 . The conversion of the communication infrastructure into a pipeline works properly in situations where communications occur in one direction (such as stream situations with no hand-shaking protocols). For further experiments the four VHC slot communications infrastructure based on the architecture shown in Figure 6 was implemented in two versions: (a) a VHDL implementation with automated compilation to the configuration bit-stream, and (b) a mixed implementation combining both VHDL and manually placed and routed circuitry (Figure 9 ).
The reason for two implementations is that the infrastructure timing is critical to the correct operation of the system. The combinational or net delay between registers must be controlled for all connection paths inside the cross bar. The circuit diagram for the manually implemented interconnect is shown in Figure 10 . In both cases, the control circuitry was implemented using VHDL, which consists of a finite-state machine and a collection of registers which store the control settings for every multiplexer in the cross bar.
The communication infrastructure of the eight-slot system was designed using a two-level hierarchical structure. Essentially, a nine-port cross bar was implemented using three five-port cross bars. The structure of this composite cross bar is shown in Figure 11 . This design was adopted to determine what effect the increased complexity of the communication infrastructure would have on the performance of the system. The implementation of the eight-slot interconnect is a combination of manual and automatic synthesis. As the number of slots being connected rises, the complexity of the infrastructure also increases.
This leads to a very large increase in implementation time when manual placement and routing are performed.
To alleviate this problem, the interconnect was divided into two parts: the three cross bars used to implement the nine-port cross bar, and a dedicated connection bus, which is used to connect the nine-port cross bar to the ports of the VHC slots. The connection bus was implemented manually, while the hierarchical cross bar was implemented using automatic synthesis, placement and routing. The final structure of the interconnect structure is shown in Figure 12 . The post-place-and-route circuit of the 8-VHC slot communication infrastructure is shown in Figure 13 . 
Virtual Hardware Component
Organization. This section will concentrate on the architecture organization of VHCs as dictated by the requirements for relocation. However, the internal circuitry of the particular VHCs will not be analyzed in detail here, as that would be outside the scope of this paper. In this consideration VHCs are determined as self-contained data-processing circuits which could meet the partial reconfiguration requirements of Xilinx Virtex FPGA devices [13] . The VHCs are composed of a pipelined data-path, a control unit, and local storage consisting of four RAMB16 blocks [15] . This structure implies that all VHC slots must contain the required memory resources, in addition to the homogenous resources used for general logic. By the same token, however, none of the components require external support ports, a fact which simplifies the design of the communication infrastructure (and the whole system). This approach, however, imposes certain limitation on the application.
This design constraint is adopted only temporarily and was accepted only insofar as it simplifies VHC design at the current stage of research. In further research stages this limitation is going to be removed.
The interfaces used by the components are reduced to the bare minimum needed for the system requirements. Each component has a sink interface and a source interface, the sink acting as the input to the component, and the source as the output from the component. Both the sinks and the ports have the same structure: each port consists of an 8-bit data bus and two synchronization signals. The data bus is used to transfer pixel information from one component to the next; one pixel color sample is transmitted every two clock cycles. The beginnings of each line and of each frame are signaled by the horizontal and vertical synchronization signals, respectively. The communication interconnect described above simply routes these signals as an aggregated 10-bit channel between various slots. This type of communication protocol allows self-synchronization of VHCs during run time relocation. In other words, if the data execution process stops between frames (as indicated by the vertical synchronization signal) VHC relocation can be initiated without data corruption. When the relocation process is complete the relocated VHC(s) can be activated by the same vertical synchronization signal. In video-processing systems the period of VHC relocation can be limited to the interframe period (seamless relocation) or to the period of one frame.
In the case of the video-processing applications considered in our experiments, the mask components are built to automatically synchronize themselves to the rest of the system using the vertical and horizontal synchronization signals. Once the vertical synchronization signal is received by a mask, it will start reading in data, one row at a time. After every row, the mask will stop and wait for the horizontal synchronization signal to arrive, before it will start reading in the next row. At the same time, once two rows have been buffered, the mask component will start generating output information, at the same rate that data is coming in; similar synchronization signals will be generated as outputs for the component downstream. received. In essence, by driving constant 0 values on the two synchronization signals, the components will become disconnected from the rest of the system, and stall. Similarly, once relocated and reconnected back to the system, the components will wait for the next frame before beginning operation.
It is necessary to mention that self-synchronization of VHCs is not limited to video stream applications. Generally speaking, any application dealing with streamed data can use this approach. This is possible because the data-stream usually has a specific structure which including synchronization periods, packet length, and so forth. However, since the data-stream structure depends on a given application, the self-synchronization mechanism should be customized to address this specific structure. 
Relocation Process Analysis.
Once the on-chip communication infrastructure and VHC organization have been described, the relocation process can be analyzed in detail. Based on the systems described above, a series of relocation experiments were conducted. These experiments consisted of loading VHCs (masks) into all VHC slots to ensure each mask/slot combination worked. As well, masks were relocated during system operation, to ensure that the process works correctly. For this round of experiments, the approach used was to generate multiple configuration bit streams for every VHC, one for each VHC slot in the system. The results of these experiments consist of timing information regarding the relocation process and the performance of the communication infrastructure, as well as resource utilization figures for the additional infrastructure needed to support VHCs and relocation.
Relocation Process Timing
Overhead. The relocation process itself consists of a number of steps. To determine the total timing overhead needed to relocate a component, each step will be analyzed, and the timing information will be extracted. The steps needed for the relocation process are listed below.
(1) Disconnect (and stall) the downstream component from the source of the component being relocated.
(2) Configure the FPGA using the VHC bit-stream targeting the destination slot.
(3) Connect the relocated VHC sink to the source of the upstream component. Of the above steps, 1, 3 and 4 are identical, essentially consisting of sending control information from the host computer to the reconfigurable platform, and waiting for the communication infrastructure itself to react. For the fourslot system the control information consists of two bytes of information, which are processed by the on-board controller and transmitted to the FPGA system. The time needed to transmit and process a control sequence is of 156 µs. The infrastructure itself requires less than 1 µs to react to the received control information. Steps 1, 3 and 4, require less than 160 µs to complete individually. All three steps together require less than 480 µs. It must be noted that this delay is due in very large part to the communication delay over the serial connection. If the control mechanism resided onboard, and the serial transmission times were eliminated, as much as 85% of this overhead could be eliminated. In the case of the eight-slot system, three bytes of information are transmitted from the host computer to the system for each port being set in the communication infrastructure. Since a hierarchical architecture is used, two ports must be set for each of the three steps described. In total, 422 µs are needed for each step, leading to a total time overhead of 1.27 ms. Once again, this overhead is due primarily to the use of a host computer and serial communication. If an on-board control mechanism were used, and serial communication eliminated, this overhead would be reduced by more than 95%.
The only remaining step to consider is step 2, the partial configuration of the FPGA itself. As mentioned previously, the JTAG configuration interface was initially used for this round of experiments. The sizes of both a complete bitstream and a partial bit-stream are listed in Table 2 . As well, the configuration times associated with each bit-stream are listed. Finally, to show the impact that configuration time has on systems using VHCs, the estimated configuration time for SelectMAP32 configuration is also listed, assuming a maximum configuration frequency of 100 MHz [16] . As can be seen, the configuration time currently dominates the relocation time. However, if SelectMAP32 were used, steps 1, 3 and 4 would require more time than the actual configuration process for a partial bit-stream. In such a situation, using an on-board controller would be beneficial. 
Communication Interconnect Performance.
A second set of experiments associated with the timing characteristics of the communication infrastructure were performed. In this case, the aim was to determine how much of a timing limitation the infrastructure would be to a system. This was done by determining the maximum operating frequency (the maximum clock frequency at which the communication infrastructure would still yield correct results). The experiment was conducted by building a test system consisting of the communication infrastructure under test, a simple pattern generator and an on-chip logic analyzer (ChipScope). This test system was implemented as a physical circuit on FPGA and the logic analyzer was used to observe data entering and leaving the communication infrastructure. The clock frequency of the system was increased by constant increments until synthesis could no longer be completed or until incorrect results were observed using the on-chip logic analyzer. It was found that both four-slot infrastructures (manual and automatic) as well as the eight-slot infrastructure were able to operate up to a frequency of 425 MHz. In the case of the eight-slot infrastructure, the two furthest slots in the system (slot 0 and slot 7 in Figure 13 ) were used to house the pattern generator and the logic analyzer. Despite this, the system offered the same performance as the four-slot system thanks to the use of additional registers in the longer communication paths.
Communication Interconnect Hardware Overhead.
To support VHCs, a system must incorporate dedicated infrastructure circuitry, as was shown in the system above. This infrastructure fulfills an important role for the system, while at the same time not contributing anything to the actual processing performed by the system. Because of this, it is important to ensure that the infrastructure itself does not add too large an overhead to the rest of the system. In the case of the systems presented here, the communication infrastructure provides the support infrastructure needed by the system. To determine how large the infrastructure variations are we can compare them with one of the system slots. One slot in the four-slot architecture contains 1,664 slices, or 3,328 LUTs and 3,328 1-bit flip-flops. In addition to this, each slot contains eight RMAB16 blocks and four DSP blocks; however, since the infrastructure variations do not use these resources, they will not be considered in this analysis. The most resource-heavy infrastructure in the above table is the eight-slot variation implemented using both VHDL and manual place-and-route. Nonetheless, when compared with the resources available in one system slot (which takes up less than one sixteenth of the device), we see that the communication infrastructure would account for only 21% of the total resources available in one VHC slot (counting all LUTs and slice flip-flops together) or less than 2.7% of the total resources reserved for all eight slots.
Summarizing the above, the proposed organization of on-chip communication infrastructure can provide run time adaptation of the FPGA-based stream processing system on the current set of tasks (current workload) as well as run time mitigation of hardware faults caused by various factors. On the other hand the cost-effectiveness of multimode/multistream processing systems can be increased by reducing power consumption compared with existing design methodologies. To make possible the above features the following aspects have been analyzed and tested: (i) flexible allocation and run time on-chip relocation of virtual hardware components, providing a mechanism for run time on-chip assembling of ASVPs; (ii) an operational frequency range up to 425 MHz for both 1-level (4-VHC slot) and 2-level (8 and 16 VHC slot) hierarchical organizations of the communication infrastructure in tile-based Xilinx Virtex FPGA devices; (iii) seamless relocation of VHCs using the mechanism of self-synchronization embedded in the VHC architecture; (iv) relatively small hardware overhead for the communication infrastructure (not exceeding 2.7% of resources allocated for 8-VHC slot structures).
All of the above gives us the strong belief that the proposed approach can be an effective solution for a wide variety of applications associated with high data rate processing of streamed data. Some of these applications will be discussed in the next section.
Industrial Applications
The presented research was oriented towards several industrial applications which required high data rate processing in many different modes. Furthermore, high reliability and low power consumption were important requirements for these applications. In addition to that, minimal dimensions and weight (mass) were necessary. One of these applications is the next generation of space-born computing platforms for orbital and interplanetary missions. The initial focus was on high-frame rate machine-vision platforms for automated docking of satellites as well as automated object grasping using space manipulators (e.g., CanadArm-2 on ISS). This type of applications requires (i) multimode parallel video stream processing with high-frame-rate requirements (from 30 to 200 fps), (ii) automated switching from one mode to another within a relatively short time (milliseconds), (iii) parallel processing of several tasks allowing run time distance measurement, object tracking, image stabilization, video-compression and many other algorithms, (iv) minimum mass, dimensions, power consumption and power dissipation, (v) the ability to mitigate transient hardware faults caused by cosmic radiation effects (e.g., SEU-Single Event Upset) as well as restoration from permanent faults. Additionally, the platform architecture should allow remote upgrade of hardware and software components and rapid adaptation for new task algorithms and data structures.
The above requirements are usual for any autonomous embedded system oriented to work in a harsh environment (e.g., control and robotic systems for nuclear power stations, etc.).
Similar platform specifications can be found for satellite communication and broadcasting systems. Recently, these systems are oriented on broadcasting digital video streams on mobile and handheld devices. This requires utilization of complex COFDM modulators, which usually are developed around special chipsets and a number of statically configured large FPGA devices. The example here is DVB-S/H (Digital Video Broadcasting-Satellite-to-Handheld) systems. It is necessary to mention that the MARS platform was developed and manufactured as part of an RandD project oriented towards the creation of the next generation of platforms for DVB-S/H COFDM modulators.
Most recently, our implementation efforts of the above research are concentrated on the creation of the next generation of space-borne platforms for machine-vision. Several stereo vision sensors and associated VHCs have been developed and tested during a Collaborative RandD project associated with high-frame rate tracking of 3D objects. A special experimental setup has been recently designed and assembled on the basis of a 5-axis space platform where the high-frame-rate stereo vision sensor was installed for experiments on automated pose recognition and tracking. This setup is shown in Figure 14 .
Summary
A mechanism for the virtualization of computing resources for multitask and multimode stream applications has been developed and investigated in detail in this work. The major concept of the proposed approach is to assemble application specific virtual processors (ASVPs) at run time inside the FPGA rather than the traditional approach based on off-line compilation. The ASVP can be assembled using a field of homogenous computing resources in the FPGA and a configuration which reflects the current set of tasks and their modes. The building blocks for the ASVP are virtual hardware components (VHCs)-macro-function-specific stream processing pipelines. The VHCs are self-containing modules with embedded SRAM blocks, control FSM and synchronization circuits. A VHC becomes a real processing module only when configured in a specific slot of the target FPGA. Otherwise, the VHC is stored in one of multiple levels of a memory hierarchy: VHC cache, main VHC-memory or secondary storage. This organization of the system level architecture allows a dramatic minimization of actual hardware resources and power consumption as well as cost and dimensions of the RCS. The comparative analysis made on the multitask adaptive reconfigurable system (MARS) demonstrated negligible hardware overhead offset by sufficient gains in the main performance parameters. This experimental platform incorporates all required components needed to provide hardware support for virtualization of FPGA resources. At the same time, the on-chip communication infrastructure has been designed to provide the same hardware support at the FPGA microarchitecture level. Different schemes and cross bar switch configurations have been analyzed and a hierarchical organization (2 levels) of the communication infrastructure with pipeline transition registers was selected. It was experimentally determined that this system can support operating frequencies up to 425 MHz and eliminates propagation delay variations even between the farthest slots. At the same time, utilization of self-synchronization circuits in the VHCs allowed seamless run time component relocation which provides more flexibility for a system. This same relocation procedure allows rapid restoration of any transient faults as well as mitigation of permanent hardware faults. The above relocation procedures have been experimentally tested using different FPGA ports for configuration as well as on-board/external control mechanisms. It was determined that using on-board configuration controllers in conjunction with parallel configuration ports of the target FPGA, the relocation process could be done in a relatively short time (less than 1 ms). The on-chip hardware overhead was also analyzed in comparison with the amount of resources available for VHC slots. In all experiments the on-chip communication infrastructure never exceeded an overhead of 2.7% compared with the resources dedicated to data-processing.
Finally, the proposed mechanism has been implemented for different industrial applications and a high potential for increasing system cost-efficiency has been demonstrated. The major applications for the above approach are mobile autonomous embedded systems where multiple tasks associated with streamed data should be performed, each with high data-rate requirements.
